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Publicity and Public Disclosures

Customer shall not, without obtaining Company’s prior written approval, use any Company or Schlumberger trade names, trademarks, service marks, company names or other trade designations in any Customer press releases, advertising literature, or corporate information disclosures (including without limitation financial reports and government regulated information disclosures). Unless required by applicable laws, rules or regulations, no Party will issue, publish or permit any agent or affiliate to issue, any press releases or otherwise publicize or cause any agent or affiliate to make any public statements, or otherwise publicize any information with respect to i) the content of this Agreement, ii) the work contemplated to be performed under this Agreement, and/or iii) any transactions or occurrences arising as a result of performance under this Agreement, without the prior written approval of the other Party. Furthermore, the Parties agree to confer with each other prior to any publication of any such information and set forth such agreement in a separate writing.

Schlumberger and its Agents, officers, executive officers, executive directors, directors, members, affiliated and employees make no warranties, oral or written, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or usefulness of any information or materials provided on its website and electronic publications. The information and materials provided by Schlumberger is provided “as is“ and Schlumberger expressly disclaims making express or implied warranties with respect to the fitness of the information or materials for any particular usage of purpose, the merchantability of the information or materials, its fitness, application or purpose, its information content, or its quiet enjoyment of non-infringement.
Challenges of Oil & Gas Production

- Lower unit lifting cost
- Faster oil & gas on market
- Sustainability Quality & HSE

- Lack of industrial workforce
Value Proposition - Outcome based Commercial Model

Commercial alignment - Flexible, customized project solutions.
- Outcome based commercial model aligns all parties.
- Cross discipline expertise allow resource optimization.
- Flexible, fit for purpose field development solutions.

Technical integration – Geo Engineered Performance.
- Wells & Surface networks are engineered based on reservoir understanding.
- Performance focused technical solution to reduce the overall finding & development cost.
- Systematic Technical & Commercial risk management.

Excellent in Execution.
- Process driven well delivery approach
- Proactively monitoring and controlling operation risks
- An optimized and stable system drives the efficiency; Removes the uncertainty from execution.

- Lower Construction cost
- Safe & Compliance well
- Higher Production
- CAPEX saving, efficiency gain
Geo-Engineered Performance – Building blocks

Front End Engineering & Design

GeoEngineered Performance Goal

Increased Productivity and Efficiency
Cross domain expertise

Integration

Digital modelling.
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